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1.1. Introduction. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, C the semi- 
group N = (0, 1,2, ..} or the integers Z, and cp: X + X a continuous map- 
ping which is surjective. If q isnot a homeomorphism, C = N; otherwise Z 
could be N or Z. The triple (A’, cp, Z) is a (topological) dynamical system. 
To avoid trivialities we will assume that X has infinite cardinality. If C(X), 
resp. B(X), are the algebras of continuous, resp. bounded complex valued 
functions  X, and if %I is any C*-algebra such that C(X) c‘8 c B(X) and 
fo cpk E2I whenever f EZI, kE C, then there is an extension (2, @, C) of 
(X, q, Z) where J? is the Gelfand spectrum of‘9I, and @ the induced 
dynamics given by $(i)(f)=?(f~cp),fE2l. 
Generally speaking, extensions defined inthis way will reflect very little 
of the original system. For example, ifthe algebra ‘3contains the charac- 
teristic function fan orbit, hen (2, 4, C) will not be topologically 
transitive, no matter how nice (X, cp, C) may be. Indeed, the more discon- 
tinuous functions there are in 2I, the more sets can be separated in 2, and 
in the extreme case 2I = B(X) the topology ofX is disregarded. 
In what follows, e will restrict our attention t  aclass of“tame xten- 
sions” byconsidering algebras ‘3I which are generated by functions having 
at most finitely many points ofdiscontinuity. This process offorming tame 
extensions rarely preserves a differentiable structure if X is a differentiable 
manifold. For example, starting with irrational rotation the circle 
q(x) =x + a (mod l), and a function 5 with a single jump discontinuity, 
take ‘3 to be the C*-algebra generated by C(X) and { < o cp”: n EZ}. Then 
8 is not a differentiable manifold. Forthis reason, weturn our attention 
to topological properties of dynamical systems. 
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Many topological properties of dynamical systems, though not all, are 
preserved un er tame extension. In Section II, the class oftame xtensions 
is seen to be well-behaved: properties such as topological transitivity, 
strong (weak) topological mixing, having adense set of (almost) periodic 
points, and chaos are all preserved un er this class ofextensions. I  Section 
III we take the opposite point of view and show how ill-behaved thisclass 
of extensions canbe; in particular, expansiveness and topological entropy 
are not always preserved. Also, it is possible fora dynamical system with 
no chaotic subsystem tohave a tame extension p ssessing a chaotic sub- 
system. 
The approach taken here is in a sense complementary to that of Ellis 
[7], in which the group of homeomorphisms is replaced by an enveloping 
semigroup; here the phase space is enlarged, while the acting group (or 
semigroup) is essentially unchanged. We have not attempted to make use 
of the detailed structure th ory available forcertain classes of dynamical 
systems (e.g., [l, 8, 111) to investigate suchquestions as when distal mini- 
mal flows are preserved un er tame xtension by means of the Furstenberg 
Structure Th orem. On the other hand, our results apparently arenot sub- 
sumed by the structure th ory. Itis hoped this note will be of interest to 
C*-algebraists working with dynamical systems a well as to specialists in 
topological dynamics; for this reason, wehave included standard delini- 
tions from topological dynamics which arise. 
1.2. Notation. A dynamical system (Y, I/, Z) is said to extend (X, cp, C) 
if there is a continuous s rjection p: Y + X such that he diagram 
commutes. (Equivalently, (X, cp, L’) is a factor f(Y, #, Z).) If p is a 
homeomorphism then p is called a conjugacy and the two dynamical 
systems are topologically conjugate. If % is any C*-algebra with 
C(X)c’$lcB(X) which is Z-invariant (f~% implies forpk~Z for all 
k E C), then the Gelfand spectrum 2 with induced map @ given in I.1 is an 
extension of (X, cp, C): let i: C(X) 4‘3 be the inclusion map; its transpose 
j’ maps the dual space of ‘$I to the dual of C(X). 8~ ‘2I’, andthe restriction 
ofj’ to 8 maps onto X This is the map p. Also 4is acontinuous s rjection 
and will be a homeomorphism ifcp is; the verification of these facts i a 
straightforward exe cise [9]. We will say that (2, 4, Z) is the extension 
defined by2l. 
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Let X be compact Hausdorff and f~ B(X). Set ,4(f; x)= (ZE C: there 
exists a net xi--t x,xi # x, such that f(xJ + z>. n(f; x) is the limit set of 
fat x. 
PROPOSITION. Let 9l be a C*-algebra, C(X) c‘$I c B(X). The following 
are equivalent: 
(i) f(x)~/i(f;x)fo~ allfEN, xEX. 
(ii) ‘?I contains no characteristic functions f the form xix) (XE X). 
Proof: This is part of [lo, Theorem 11.91. Asnoted in II.13 of [lo], 
the special ssumptions  the dynamical system are not needed in the 
equivalence of (i) and (ii). 1 
DEFINITION. Let (X, cp, Z) be a dynamical system and 9I a Z-invariant 
C*-algebra, C(X) cVI c B(X). Let (2, 4, C) be the corresponding exten- 
sion. If 2I satisfies condition (i) (or (ii)) ofthe Proposition, and if ‘8 has 
a dense set E of functions such that each fE E is continuous except at 
finitely many points ofX, we say that 2I is a tame (algebraic) extension of 
C(X), and that (y,@, C) is a tame xtension of (X, cp, C). 
1.3. Lattice ofExtensions. Given a dynamical system (X, rp, Z), the 
collection of all C-invariant C*-algebras between C(X) and B(X) form a 
lattice: given two such algebras 2111, ‘?I,, take 211, A ‘$I, =‘$I, n‘$I,, 
211, v 21z,= C*((u, ’u,), the C*-algebra generated by the union. If 
(X,, q,, Z), (X,, (pz, Z)are the extensions defined by2Ii, ‘$I,, there are a 
smallest common extension X, and a largest common factor X,. Indeed, 
taking X, as the spectrum of211,, X as the spectrum of‘&, we have that 
the diagram 
x JX3\, I ‘Lx/ 2 
4 
commutes, where ach arrow is the canonical surjection described in 1.2, 
i.e., the restriction to the spectrum ofthe transpose f the inclusion map. 
Write X3 = X, v X2, X4 = X, A X,. The subcollection of tame extensions 
forms a sublattice: f X1,X2 are tame, so are X, v X,, X, A X,. Notice 
there is a maximal tame extension, produced by taking the algebra 2I
generated by the set E consisting of all bounded functions f: X--+ C with 
finitely many discontinuities and satisfying ( ) ofProposition 1.2. 
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1.4. Closed Graph. If (X, rp, ,Z’) isa dynamical system, ‘8a E-invariant 
C*-algebra, C(x)c ‘3 c B(X), and E c ‘3 a C-invariant set which generates 
2I (as aC*-algebra), the extension (2,4, Z) can be realized concretely as 
follows: LetY be the closure ofthe graph ((x, (f(~)))~, E: x EX} c Xx 
&-,.f(X) (with respect tothe product topology); if y= (x, (tJ),,.), set 
It/(y) = (q(x), (t,-,,,),-,.). Let p: Y+ X, p(y) = x, be the projection onto the 
first coordinate; p is acontinuous s rjection, and the diagram 
Y@‘,Y 
commutes. By a Stone-Weierstrass a gument it is easy to show that 
(Y, I/, Z) is topologically conjugate with (2, 4, Z) [lo J, and since all 
topological properties are preserved un er topological conjugacy, we will 
often identify thetwo. 
1.5. Metrizability. If X is a compact metric space and 9I a C*-algebra, 
C(X) c‘3 c B(X), the spectrum 8 of 2I will in general not be metrizable. 
Let (X, q, Z) be a dynamical system with x metrizable and p a metric on
X If 2I is a Z-invariant algebra containing C(X), and if there is acountable 
set {f, >T= 1c 2I of bounded functions with unit norm such that 
2I = c*(c(x) u {f, 0cpk: n = 1,2, ..) kcC}), then 2 is metrizable anda 
metric p on J? is given by 
where x,=p(t,), i=1,2. (The notation 1 (f~ 2I) is used for the Gelfand 
map 9I --f C(X).) The metrizable extensions form a sublattice, as do the 
tame, metrizable extensions. 
Throughout this paper, all dynamical systems and their extensions will 
be assumed metrizable. In fact, all the results of Section IIare valid without 
this hypothesis; the uniform structure serves just as well as the metric. 
However, the main interest i  inthe metrizable case, and the availability of 
a metric simplifies th  notation. (The topology ofcertain extensions is 
considered in [2].) 
11.1. A dynamical system (X, cp, C) is topologically transitive if there is 
a point x,, EX whose orbit, 0Jx,) = (cpk(xO): k E .Z}, is dense in X; x,, is a 
transitive point. (X, cp, L’) is minimal if every point has a dense orbit (every 
point is transitive). What follows i  arestatement, using the terminology of 
Section 1.2, of [lo, 11.10 Corollary]. 
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PROPOSITION. Let (2, 4, C) be a tame extension f(X, cp, 2). 
(a) If (X, cp, C) is topological/y transitive, so is(2, @, C). 
(b) Zj” (X, cp, Z) is minimal, sois (f, @, C). 
11.2. Remark. If (Y, tj, C) is any extension f(X, cp, C) (and not 
necessarily one defined bya function algebra), it istrivial that if (Y, J/, Z) 
is topologically transitive or minimal, the same property isinherited by 
(X, cp, C). Similarly, the properties discussed in II.3 and II.4 are asily seen 
to be inherited by any factor fa dynamical system which possesses them. 
11.3. Recall [S, p. 311 that (X, cp, C) is topologicully strongly mixing if, 
for all nonempty open sets U, V, U n cp-“( V)# 0 for all n sufficiently 
large. (X, cp, C) is topologically weakly mixing if (Xx X, cp xcp, 2) is 
topologically transitive. 
PROPOSITION. Let (T$?,& C)be a tame extension f(X, rp, Z). 
(a) g (X, cp, C) is topologicully strongly mixing, so is (.I?, 4, C). 
(b) rf (X, cp, C) is topologicufly weakly mixing, so is ($,$, C). 
Proof. (a) Let 9I be the C-invariant C*-algebra which defines the 
extension (X,4, C), and E c ?I any C-invariant subset such that each f~ E 
has only finitely many points ofdiscontinuity and ‘?I = C*(E). Realize X as 
the graph space (1.4), and 6, P nonempty basic open sets: 
Here U, V are open sets in X, and oi, fl are the intersection of open sets 
in the complex plane with fi (.X), fi EE, 1 < i Q n. Set U’ = O1 x 6JZ x . . . x c?, , 
V’ = Pi x PZ x . . . x yn. Note there is no loss of generality in assuming the 
restricted oordinates fi, .. f,, in the product space are the same for 0 
and I? Let f be the vector-valued f nction X-t C”, f = (fi, .. f,). fis 
continuous n X,,, the complement ofa finite set in X. By the definition 
of a tame extension (1.2), each f~% satisfies (x)EA(f; x), x E X. A 
Stone-Weierstrass argument [ 10, II.111 shows that f(x) is likewise a limit 
point; i.e., f(x)E n(r; x), XE X. Thus, the nonempty set f-‘( U’) n U has 
infinite cardinality, as does 
f-‘(U’)nUnX,=(fJ,,)-‘(U’)nUzU,. 
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As the restriction f IX0 is continuous, the nonempty set U, is open in X,,, 
and hence in X If V,, is similarly constructed, d fine fiO,, PO by 
Oo=Rn u,x U’x 
( 
r-I frn)4 
/EE\ui.....hl 
feE\Lfl.....fnI 
By hypothesis, there is an NE N such that m > N implies cp-“( V,) n U. 
is nonempty. Let m 2 N and x,, EU,, be such that cp”(x,) E V,,. Let &E X 
be the point &, = (x,,, (f(x,))f,E). As f(x?) E U', &,E U,; as (P~(x,,!E V, 
and consequently f(cp”(x,)) E V’,~$“(a,) E V,. This hows @ # e-“( V,,) n 
UoCyyP)n 0. 
(b) A similar technique canbe used; the details are omitted. 1 
Note that it might appear that a proof of (b) could be given directly 
from 11.1(a). However, simple examples show that (Rx 2, C$ x4, C) is 
generally nota tame extension of (Xx X, cp xcp, Z). 
11.4. Let (X, cp, ,Z’) bea dynamical system. A subset Y c Z is syndetic 
if there is a finite s t 9 c Z with C= Y+ 9. A point XE X is almost 
periodic (or uniformly recurrent [B] )if given a neighborhood U of x 
there is a syndetic set 9 such that {C/‘(X): n E 9} c U. Every periodic 
point is almost periodic. In the proof of the next proposition we will need 
that x is almost periodic iff the subsystem (Y, (p I,,, Z)is minimal, where 
Y=O,(x) is the closed orbit of x [S, Theorems 1.15, 1.171. 
PROPOSITION. Let (2, $3, 2’) be a tame extension f(A’, cp, Z). 
(a) If (X, cp, Z) has a dense set of periodic points, odoes (2, 4, Z). 
(b) Zf (X, cp, Z) has a dense set of almost periodic points, odoes 
Gt $3 -0 
Proof (a) Let olc 2 be a nonempty open set; it is enough to show 0 
contains a periodic point. Let 
n f(X) =o 
/EE\ul. . . hi) -1 
be constructed exactly asin the proof of Proposition 11.3. Byhypothesis, 
there is a periodic point x0 E U,, say of period N. Set &, = 
(x0, (f(x,))f,,) E oO.Then &, is periodic ofperiod N, for @“(a,) = 
(cpN(xo), (f vN(xO))f.E) = (x0, (f(x&,) = %I. 
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(b) This proof is not so direct. Again, given anonempty open set fi 
in $ let fiO c 0 be as above. Then by hypothesis there is an almost 
periodic point x0 E U0 =p( oO); set Y = 0,+,(x,), the closed orbit of x0. Set 
9 = {f E ‘$I: fly = O}; then F is a closed, C-invariant ideal of ‘?I. Claim: If 
F-I= {%!eE: (a, S)=(O)), then Fi n O. # 0. Let h = (x0, t.f(~d)I.~ d; 
then (&,f) =f(x,) for all YE‘!& and &EF-‘. Also, ZOe 0, (as in the 
proof of 11.3). 
The proof will be concluded byshowing that & is an almost periodic 
point of (2, 4, Xc). Let ‘$lL,= (fl y: fe 2I}, provided with the supremum 
norm on Y. Now the canonical m p
(u/s + 2l y, f+F++flJJ 
is one-to-one a donto, and furthermore is continuous since the quotient 
norm Ilf+ F-II =infg., Ilf+gll 2 lfll y. By the Open Mapping Theorem, 
the map is a homeomorphism, o that he norms \lf+ 911 and llfll y are 
equivalent. The C*-algebra 211, is a tame extension of C(Y), so that he 
Gelfand spectrum of2l, with the induced dynamics i a tame xtension of 
(Y, cp 1y, Z). By a standard esult infunctional analysis (e.g., [3, Theorem 
10.211) 
Since x0 is almost periodic, (Ycp I,,, Z) is minimal, soby Proposition 
11.1(b) the tame extension (FL, @ l,F1, C)is minimal. AsZ&E F-‘, & is 
almost periodic. 1 
11.5. A dynamical system (X, cp, C) with metric p on X is said to have 
sensitive dependence oninitial conditions (s.d.i.c.) f there is an E > 0 such 
that for any x E X and any neighborhood U of x, there is an x’ E U and 
ke N such that p(@(x), #(x’)) > E [6, p. 491. Although t e constant E 
depends on the choice ofmetric, sensitive dependence on initial conditions 
is a topological property. 
PROPOSITION. Let (T,@, C) be a tame extension of (A!, cp, C). If 
(X, cp, Z) has sensitive dependence on initial conditions, then so does 
tf, 4, a 
Proof. If p is a metric on X let 6 be any metric on .$ such that 
fi(a, ’) >p(p(i), p(3)); in particular, we can take fi to be the metric given 
in 1.5. If (X, cp, C) has s.d.i.c. withconstant E, we will show (2, 4, C) has 
s.d.i.c. withconstant ~12. Let .? E2 and a neighborhood 0 of i be given. 
Exactly asin the proof of 11.3, construct a nonempty open set of the form 
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We cannot assume that i lies in fiO, for p(i) could be a point of dis- 
continuity of some fi, 1 <i< Iz. Let zZO E oO; if for some integer k,
fi(@(2), @($,)) >s/2, we are done. If not, then by hypothesis there is an 
x, E 17, =p( U,,), x1#x0 =p(f,), and k E N with p(qk(xo), $(x1)) 2a. Let 
f, = (x,, (Y(x~))~.& then i1 E o. c 0, and 
Pwk(-u 4kcw 2 lj(@kw, Gk(ao)) - P(tJk(~o), 4kG)) 
2 p(cpk(x,), cpk(Xo)) - E/2 E-42 = E/2. 
11.6. A dynamical system (X, cp, Z) is chaotic if it is topologically 
transitive, has sensitive dependence on initial conditions, a d the periodic 
points are dense in X [6, p. SO]. 
Let X be the circle [O, l), q(x) =2x (mod l), and takef= x(1,3,2,3). Note 
that f= f 0 cp, so that he C*-algebra 2I generated by C(X) u {f} is 
invariant. If (2, 4, N) is the xtension of (X, cp, N) defined by2I, andp the 
Gelfand transform off, p’ = T, so that fis a characteristic function. Thus 
8=3-‘(O) uf-‘(1) is a separation of 2 into disjoint clopen invariant se s; 
it follows (2, q?, N) is not topologically transitive, and in particular not 
chaotic, though (X, cp, N) is chaotic. Of course, the extension s ot tame 
as f(f) 4/i(f; ). On the other hand we have 
COROLLARY. If (X, cp, Z) is chaotic and (2, @, 2’) is a tame extension, 
then ($4, Z) is chaotic. 
ProoJ: This follows immediately from Propositions 11.1(a), 11.4(a), 
and 11.5. 1
11.7. Is it possible for a tame extension to be chaotic, even if the 
original dynamical system is not? As noted in Remark 2.2, if (X, rp, Z) is 
not topologically transitive, or if it fails tohave a dense set of periodic 
points, noextension will have these properties. Example III.3 will show 
that a tame extension (?,@, Z) can have sensitive dependence on initial 
conditions, evenif (X, cp, Z) does not. Does there exist a dynamical system 
(X, cp, 2) which is topologically transitive and has a dense set of periodic 
points, yet is not sensitive to initial conditions? While we have not resolved 
this, ome evidence is negative. 
Call adynamical system (X, cp, 2) totally topologically transitive if, for 
every n E Z, (X, q”, C) is topologically transitive. 
PROPOSITION. Suppose (X, cp, Z) is totally topologically transitive and has 
a dense set of periodic points. Then (X, q, Z) has sensitive dependence on
initial conditions. 
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Proof: Assume X has unit diameter with respect tothe metric p: 
sup{p(x, y): x, YE X} = 1. If (X, cp, Z) does not have s.d.i.c., there is an 
x E X such that for any E > 0 there is a neighborhood U of x for which 
P(cpk(X)? Vk(YN <6, YE U, kEZ. (i) 
Take 0 < E < i and let yE U be periodic, sayof period N. There is a z E U 
which lies on a dense orbit of cpN, and since qN is invertible, z itself hasa 
dense orbit under ‘pN. By the triangle in quality applied to(i), 
P(cp”(Y)Y cpk(4) < 25% kEZ. (ii) 
There is a z’ EX with p( y, z’) > f (otherwise X would have diameter at
most $), and hence there is a k E Z with p(y, q”“(z)) > f. As y = rpNk(y), we 
get 
P(cpNkW, v”“(z)) > s> 2&, (iii) 
contradicting (ii). 
111.1. A dynamical system (X, cp, Z) is expansive f there is an E > 0 such 
that for any x,, x2 E X, x1 #x2, there is an n E C with p(@(xi), $(x2)) >E. 
E is called anexpansive constant ofthe system; the set of expansive con- 
stants depends, ofcourse, onthe choice ofthe metric p,though expansive- 
ness is a topological property [12, 522.11. Expansiveness is stronger than 
sensitive dependence on initial conditions, a d unlike the latter, maynot be 
preserved by tame extension. 
Let M be a positive integer o cc, and {c,,,: 0 <m < M) a family of 
bounded, complex valued functions with unit norm, and each &,, con- 
tinuous except a finitely many points. Let a,,, be the C*-algebra generated 
byC(X)and{<j~cpk:O<~<m,k~Z},m<M.ThenC(X)=9I,c9I,c 
‘u,c ... We assume that no 5, is “redundant,” that is, ‘u,,_ I s 2I,,,, 
1 <m KM. Let 2I be the P-algebra generated by U, ‘u,, and (2, @, C) 
the corresponding tameextension. 
PROPOSITION. Zf A4 = 00, ($,cj, C)is nonexpansiue. 
Proof: Let 
where xi=p(ii), i= 1, 2, . . . If (X,4, C) is expansive with expansive 
constant E relative to the metric p,find NE N such that C,,, N2~” < 46. 
Let X, be the spectrum of‘?I, and qm: X+ X, the canonical surjection. 
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(q, is the restriction to 8 of the transpose f the inclusion map‘?lz, 4 $!I.) 
Since a,,,~ %, there xist points f, #& EX for which qN(Sl) = q,,,(&). 
Thus 
6 d c I&= c ;=p-. 
m>N n~2 m>N 
111.2. Retain the notation f111.1. Under severe strictions expansive- 
ness will be carried over to extensions. 
PROPOSITION. Let (X, cp, Z) be expansive, M < 00, and suppose each limit 
set A(5,; x) has finite cardinality, 0 6 m < M, x E X. Then (2, c$, C) is 
expansive. 
ProoJ: Let gm = (x E X: t, is discontinuous at x}, qrn = 
min{[[,Jy)-&,,(y’)I: y, ~p-‘(x), y# y’, XE~~}. By the assumption on 
A(<,;x), 1~>0. Set q=min{q m: 0 6 m < M} and let E’ be an expansive 
constant for (X, cp, C). Claim that E= min(q/2”, E’}is an expansive con- 
stant for (X,4, C). Let y,, y2 E 2, y, # y,, xi =p( y,). If x, #x2, there is a 
k such that p(cpk(x,), cpk(xJ) 3 E’, so that 
On the other hand, if xi =x2, y, and y, are separated by some [,,, 0 @ 
(kEC); equivalently, $jk(yl) and @(yJ are separated by &,,. Thus 
P(eJk(Ydv 4k(Y*)) a 
Icn(@k(YIN - kn@k(Y2))l 
2” 
111.3. The next example [9, 111.2.41 shows that atame xtension ca be 
expansive, even if the original dynamical system is not. Here X is the circle 
[O, 1) and p(x) =x + a (mod 1) where c1 is a fixed irrational. Let < be a 
bounded function X, llrll= 1,continuous except possibly at 0. Take 
% = C*(C(X) u { 4; 0cpk:  EZ )) and ($4, Z) the resulting tame extension 
of (X, cp,Z). Let p(x,,x,)=min{x,-xx,(mod 1),x,-x, (mod 1)); p is 
the usual metric onthe circle. W  thus have the following result. 
PROPOSITION. (2, 4, Z) is expansive ifand only zj”card(A(<; 0)) =2. 
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Proof: Let /i -({; 0), 4 +(r; 0) denote the left- and right-sided limit sets, 
respectively. A straightforward argument [9, 3.2.31 shows that each of the 
sets K(t;O), n’(<;O) is connected. Thus if n(~;O)=n-(5;O)un+(4,0) 
contains more than two points, itcontains a limit point in t(X). So, 
given any E>O there xist y,,y,~p-‘(0) such that \[(y,)-[(y2)j= 
fi( y,, y2) <E. Moreover, for any k E Z, 
So +i is nonexpansive. 
In case card(n(r; 0))= 1, then {is continuous at 0, since by definition 
of a tame extension t(O) En(t; 0). But then 2I = C(X), and (&@, Z) = 
(X, cp, Z) is nonexpansive. Indeed, cpis isometric. 
Let card(n(<; 0)) = 2, so A(<; 0) = (c, d}, c = lim,,,- c(x), 
d=lim,,,+ 5(x). If w is the function n [0, l] defined byo(x)= l(x), 
x E (0, 1), w(O) =d, w( 1) = c, then o is continuous, hence uniformly con- 
tinuous on [0, 11. Let q = (c-d\ and 6 >O be such that if lx, -x21 <6 
then 10(x,) - o(xz)l <u/4. We claim that E= (l/2) min{b, q} is an expan- 
sive constant for ($4, Z). 
The map p: R-+ X is at most two-to-one: p-‘(x) has cardinality two if 
x = kcr (mod 1) for some k E Z; otherwise, p-‘(x) consists of one point. If
Y, Y’ E cp-‘(Oh Y ZY’ then u= Ic -4 = PLY, Y’)= lb) - &~‘)l. 
To show @ is expansive, l ty,,y,~& yl#yz. If y1,y2~p-1(-k~), 
then 
BMk(Yl)? ek(Y*)) = le(@“(Yd- 5wvz))l 
=fj>&. 
If p(y,) =x1 #x,=p(y,) there are two cases. First, ifp(x,, x,)26, then 
jJ(y,, y2)ap(x1,x2)>6>s. If p(x,, x2)<& by minimality of (X, q, Z) 
there is some -ka contained in the interval (x1, x2) whose length is less 
than 6. Thus the point 0 is contained in the interval (@(x1), @(x2)). 
Hence p((p“(x,), 0) < 6, i = 1,2, and so either 
rl 
ISw(X1wCI<-- 4 
and I~(cpkb2))--dl <; 
or else 
lS(cpk(xl))-dl iz and lS(cpk(x2))--l 15.
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In either case it follows that 
111.4. Let X be a compact space, and %?, 9 finite open covers of X. 
V v 9 is the cover {Un K UEW, VEX}. If (X, cp, 2) is a dynamical 
system, the topological entropy h(X, rp) is given by 
h(X, cp) =sup lim sup i log, card[$? v cp-i(g) v .-’ vcp 
w ” 
-‘“-“(%),), 
the supremum being taken over all finite open covers ofX. It follows that 
if (Y, +, Z) is any extension of (X, cp, C), then h( Y, II/) >h(X, cp). This is 
because ifW is any open cover of X, and p: Y + X the continuous s rjection 
which makes the diagram in I.2 commute, p-‘(g) is an open cover of Y. 
Another characterization of opological entropy will also be useful. Let 
p be a metric onX 
A subset Fc X is called an(n, E) spanning set if or each xE X there is 
a y E F such that max{p(cpj(x), q’(y)): 1 ,<j< n} <E. r,Js, p)is defined to
be the smallest cardinality of any (n, E) spanning set. If T(E, p)= 
lim sup,(l/n) log, m(s, p), then h(X, cp) =lim,,, T(E, p). See [12] for the 
equivalence of these two definitions. 
In the next wo examples wewill ook at tame extensions f dynamical 
systems onthe circle. In the first, irrational rotation, e tropy ispreserved 
under the extension. In the second, the map p(x) =x2 (XE [0, 1)) has a 
fixed point at 0 whose basin of attraction is the whole space, and in the 
interaction between the dynamics and the function 5 which is discon- 
tinuous atzero and which defines the xtension, entropy isnot preserved. 
111.5. Let (X, cp, Z) be irrational rotation the circle: X= [O, I), 
q(x) =x+ a (mod 1) for afixed irrational cc Let the algebra fland the 
extension (2, 4, Z) be as in 111.3, and likewise th metrics p,fi on X, 2 
Some notation: d(z,,, E) will denote the disk in the complex plane {z E C: 
Iz -zOI <a}. If tis a real number, [t] denotes the greatest in eger less than 
or equal to t. 
PROPOSITION. h( 2, cj? ) =0. 
Proof: Given E > 0 choose ME N such that Ck r M 2 -’ < c/8. Let 
q = [3/a] + 1 and partition X= [O, 1) as uyr,,’ 4, 4 = [j/q, (j+ 1)/q). By
the uniform distribution pr perty ofirrational rotation there xists 
N=N(s) such that n>Nimplies card((& J/cl <n> nZj)<3n/q, 1 <j<q. 
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Write ~3 =6 + p 0 (p x p), where 
6 is a pseudo-metric on $.
Observe that 
r,(E, P)GrA&, 6) r,(E, Po(PxP)). 
Since irrational rotation on the circle has zero entropy, the topological 
entropy h($ 4) can be computed with the (n, &)-spanning setdefinition 
using the pseudo-metric 6. We now estimate the number of points needed 
for an (n, E) spanning set, where n > N. Let Z be the union of three 
consecutive intervals {Z,}; say, Z= I, u Z2 u I,. Let A = (k: (k( <n + N and 
ka E Z} . Then card A< 9( n+ N)/q. 
Let {d(zi; 1/12q): Z,.E S}be a covering of<(A’) such that card S< Eq2 
for some constant B independent of q.Viewing 8 as subspace ofa product 
as in 1.4, let p,. be the projection onto the fth coordinate, nd write pk for 
Pfiff=50rpk. Set
‘l=yA {Z’;‘(d (Zi:&))np-‘(I): l$i$card(,S)}. 
Then %i covers p-‘(Z), and card(%i) < (Bq2)9(n+N)iy. 
Next, observe that he collection of functions { 5 0@“: -ma g Z} is 
uniformly equicontinuous on the interval I,.Divide Z2 into D = D(E) over- 
lapping subintervals of equal ength, J, . . J,, where D is large enough so 
that if -ma # Z, then 
15~cp”(Y)--4~cp”(Y’)I + for Y, Y’ EJj, 
1 <j<D. Then w2= {p-‘(Jj): l<j<D} covers p-‘(I,), and so 
$ = %?i vw2 covers p-‘(Z,) and has cardinality at most D(Bq2)9(” + “‘)lq. Let
F be a collection of points formed by choosing one point from each 
(nonempty) element of&. One verifies that F is an (n, E) spanning set for 
p-‘(I,) with respect to the pseudo-metric 6. Similarly, find(n, E) spanning 
sets for p- ‘(I,), 1 <l< q. The union of these q sets is an (n, E) spanning set 
for 2 and has at most qD(Bq2)9(“+N)‘q points. It follows that 
log2 rn(&, 6)G log, q+ log, D + 9(n ;N) [log, B + 2 log, q] 
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Hence r(e, 6)< (9/q)[log, B + 2 log, q]. Finally 
0 < h(.P, fj) = lim.r(s, 6) 
E-0 
< ,‘irnm ; [log, B + 2 l“f32 q]= ‘. 
111.6. The following keylemma will be needed in the next example 
(cf. C41). 
LEMMA. Let { cln}~so be an arbitrary sequence of real numbers in 
[-l,l],ande~O.Thentherei~anx~(O,l)~uchthatif{x,),“=,isgiuen 
by+xo=x, xn+,=xi, n>O, 
/sin?-ol,l G.5, n=O, 1,2, ... 
Proof: Let 0 < 6 < f be such that (t - t’( < 6 implies (sin 2at - 
sin 2nt’( < E. We begin by defining a sequence ofreal numbers (uk}rzo and 
a sequence ofintervals ( (ak, bk)}FEO satisfying 
(i) 1 <akc llu,cb,, and bk-ak=b; 
(ii) sin(2&) =c(k; 
(iii) (a:, b:) I (a /c+l, b/c+,), k=o, 4 29 . . . 
We proceed inductively. Let u be any point in the interval (0,6/2) with 
sin(2@,) = ~1~ and (a,, b,) any interval for which l/6 <a,< l/u, < b, 
and 6,--a,=& SUppOSe (uk);,o, and {(a,, bk)}j!!O have been chosen 
satisfying ( ),(ii), and (iii). Now
bz - ai = (6, - a,)(b, + a,) > 2a,6 > 2, 
since a, 3 af-, 3 a,-, 3 . . . 2 a, > l/6. ‘As the length of the 
interval ( :, bi) is greater than twice the period of the function sin 2nt, 
and 0 < 6 < i, there is a u, + I with sin(2rc/(u,+ i)) = a,+, and 
(ll(% + 1 ) - w, ll(u* + 11+ WI = (an2,b,2). Set a,,+, = l/(u,+,) - W, 
b = l/(u,+ i) 612. Then (i), (ii), (iii) are satisfied or 0<k <n + 1. 
“& {g,},“,. be the sequence of functions g,(x)=x, g,(x) = 5, 
n = 1, 2, . . . Now 
and by the mean value theorem jg,(b,) -g,(a,)l < a/2”. Thus there is a 
unique yin,“=, [g,(a,), g,(b,)]. Set x= y-l, x0=x, x,+~ =xi, n30. 
Hence xi’ = y2” E[a,, b,], so that Ix;’ -u;‘l <6. By the choice of6 this 
implies ( in(2rc/x,) - sin(2rc/u,)( = Isin(2?r/x,) - ~1  I <E. 
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111.7. Example. Let X= [0, 1) be the circle, and cp: X-+ X the 
homeomorphism q(x) =x2. Let 
1 sin 2 , ( ) x#O 4(x)= x 0, x =o. 
If ‘3 is the C*-algebra generated by C(X) together with (r 0 ~~}~.z, then 
the extension ?I of C(X) is tame, for 5has a single point of discontinuity, 
and ~(O)EJI(<;O)= C-1, l] (and hencef(x)En(f;x) for allfe‘8, XEX). 
The corresponding y amical system (X,4, Z) is then atame xtension of 
(X, cp, Z), and since the latter istopologically transitive, by 1.1(a) sois 
($4, Z). Since 0 is a fixed point of X, each f~ ‘?I is continuous except 
possibly at 0. This implies that he map p: X-+ X is one-to-one except on
p-‘(O). Furthermore, p-i(O) is invariant u der @. 
Let pk: 8+ [ - 1, l] denote the coordinate projection corresponding to 
the function 5 0 cpk, asin 111.5. From the characterization of .? as the set of 
limit points of the graph in I.4 and the preceding lemma it follows that 
given any sequence {ak}km,@ akE[-l,l], there is an a~p~‘(O)cX with 
pk(i) = tlk. Now @ acts as a shift onp-l(O): P~(@($)) = ak+ ,. 
As p-‘(O) is invariant u der @-’ as well as 4, given any sequence 
{an}:= --N, N a positive nteger, a,,EC-1, 11, there is an imps’ with 
Pk(?)=ak, > -N. Finally, as p-‘(O) is closed inthe topology deter- 
mined by the coordinate projections pk and p: 8+ X, p- ‘(0) can be 
identified w ththe full product space nksz [ - 1, Ilk. 
Let Y=nkEz [ - 1, 1 ]k, /? the bilateral shift onY. The discussion above 
shows that (Y, 8, Z) is conjugate with (p-‘(O), @JlP-~c0J, Z), which is a sub- 
system of (2, @, Z). From the spanning set definition of topological 
entropy (111.4), it isclear that h(X, 4) is no less than the entropy ofany 
subsystem. Thus, to show h(X, 4,) = cc it suffices to show h( Y, fi) = co. But 
(Y, & Z) contains as a subsystem the Bernoulli sh ft over an n-point s ate 
space, for any positive integer n.So, by the same fact just mentioned, 
h( Y, /?) > log, n, for any n, so that h( Y, /I) = co. 
We conclude the example by observing h(X, cp) =O. Let $(x)=x*, 
XE[O, 11. Then ([0, l],$,Z) extends (X,cp,Z), so h([O, l],$)> 
h(X, cp) 20. But any homeomorphism ofthe interval [0, l] has entropy 
zero [12, 7.14.11. 
111.8. (a) Retaining the notation f111.7, we remark that (Y, /I, Z) is 
topologically transitive, has a dense set of periodic points, and is expansive. 
The proofs of these facts are very similar to the case of a Bernoulli sh ft 
over a finite state space, and the details are omitted. This means that 
409/159/2-5 
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(2, tj5,Z) has a chaotic subsystem. Thus, it is possible for a dynamical 
system (X, cp, Z) which is not chaotic, andhas no chaotic subsystem, to 
have a tame extension with achaotic subsystem. 
(b) The subsystem (p-‘(O), $lp-~(oj, Z) can be described alter- 
natively asfollows. Let ‘2&c 9I be the closed subalgebra of functions 
vanishing at 0; in fact, 2&c C(X). ‘211, is an invariant ideal, and the Gelfand 
spectrum, %/a,9q={i;.ER: (-;,a,>=(O)}=p-‘(O). 
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